Rules for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts (Community Safety and Socio-Legal Studies)  
(Degree code: 02321)

This degree can be obtained in the following areas of specialisation:
- Crime Investigation
- Crime Vulnerability
- Administration of Criminal Justice
- Asset and Crime Risk Protection
- Offender Profiling
- General

**NB**
The degree Bachelor of Arts (Community Safety and Socio-Legal Studies) has been discontinued and no new registrations will be accepted for this qualification. Students who have enrolled for this qualification have until the end of 2010 to complete it. Students who do not complete their degree by the end of 2010 will be allowed to register for the degree of Bachelor of Arts with specialisation in Criminology (degree code: 03425). Where applicable, relevant credits will be granted towards the BA (Criminology) degree. Students are, however, advised to make this transition as soon as possible.

**L19**  
**Admission**
To be registered as a candidate for a Bachelor’s degree (e.g. BA), students must have satisfied the provisions of Rule G13 in Part 1 of the Calendar.

**L20**  
**Duration of study and number of study units per year**
(1) The BA degree cannot be completed in under THREE YEARS.
(2) ON FIRST REGISTRATION and on RE-ENROLMENT at this University the number of study units for which a student may register is determined by ‘Number of study units per year’ in the Registration Information Brochure.

**L21**  
**Module codes and restrictions on the choice of modules**

For the BA degree consists of THIRTY modules.

Restrictions (if any) on registration for a particular study unit, or a cross reference to the relevant rule(s), will be found under the relevant subject chapter in Part 2 of the Calendar.

**NB**
- CODES for the different study units in each subject appear under the syllabus of the subjects concerned.
- Before making a choice of subjects, students are advised to read the entire subject chapter.

**L22**  
**Pass, pass with distinction and subminimum**
(1) **Pass**
See General Rule G22 in Part 1 of the Calendar.

(2) **Pass with distinction**

(i) Candidates pass a major subject with distinction if they obtain at least 75% in the final course of the subject concerned (old course structure).

Candidates pass a major subject with distinction if they pass at least five of the highest level modules prescribed for that subject as a major subject with an average of at least 75%. Where a major consists of less than five third-level modules, the required third-level modules will be supplemented by second-level modules in the same subject (new modular structure).

(ii) Candidates are awarded the degree with distinction if they obtain at least 75% in the final course of each of at least TWO major subjects (old course structure).

Candidates are awarded the degree with distinction if they pass any ten highest level modules prescribed for the degree with an average of at least 75%. In the case of professional degrees with two disciplines, the total of ten modules will comprise five from each of the two disciplines (new modular structure).

(3) **Subminimum**
See General Rule G23 in Part 1 of the Calendar.

(with specialisation in the Administration of Criminal Justice) (02321 – ACJ)
The degree Bachelor of Arts (Community Safety and Socio-Legal Studies) has been discontinued and no new registrations will be accepted for this qualification. Students who have enrolled for this qualification have until the end of 2010 to complete it. Students who do not complete their degree by the end of 2010 will be allowed to register for the degree of Bachelor of Arts with specialisation in Criminology (degree code: 03425). Where applicable, relevant credits will be granted towards the BA (Criminology) degree. Students are, however, advised to make this transition as soon as possible.

Purpose: to equip students with competence in the administration of criminal justice within the context of public and private sector management of the criminal justice system, and career-specific training for those engaged in (or wishing to engage in) the police, correctional, or security management services or social services in the Criminal Justice System.

Curriculum

This curriculum comprises 30 modules.

First Level

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

- CMY101B: Introduction to criminology: crime, criminals and criminal behaviour (Criminology 101)
- CMY102C: Introduction to criminology: victims and reduction of crime (Criminology 102)
- CRW1501: Introduction to criminal law
- FLS101V: The origins of South African Law

plus 2 of the following modules:

- COM101X and COM102Y: Communication Science 101 and 102
- SOC101V: Introduction to Sociology: Societal structures and processes (Sociology 101)
- SOC102W: Societal structures and processes in the South African context (Sociology 102)
- SOC103X: Introductory demography (Sociology 103)

plus 1 of the following modules:

- ENN103F: English for academic purposes (English 103)
- AFK103S: Afrikaans for law students (Afrikaans 103)

Students who obtained an A or B-symbol (Higher or Standard Grade) in the Senior Certificate/Grade 12 examination for English or Afrikaans as first or second language may select 1 of the following modules as an alternative:

Beginners’ module AFL1503 in African languages

plus 3 of the following modules:

Option A (Law)

- ADL201M: Administrative Law
- IND203X: African customary law (Indigenous Law 203)
- FAC1503: Accounting principles for law practitioners
- MRL203L: Entrepreneurial law (Mercantile Law 203)
- MRL301M: Insolvency law (Mercantile Law 301)
- PVL101Q: Law of Persons (Private Law 101)
- SCW101L: Social welfare law (Social Welfare Law 101)
- SCW102M: Social welfare law (Social Welfare Law 102)

Option B (Commercial)

- FAC1502: Accounting concepts, principles and procedures (Accounting 1502)
- FAC1601: Financial accounting (Accounting 1601)
- MNB101D: Business management 1A (Business Management 101)
- MNB102E: Business management 1B (Business Management 102)
- IOP101M: Psychological processes in work context (Industrial and Organisational Psychology 101)
- IOP102N: Personality in work context (Industrial and Organisational Psychology 102)

Option C (Operational)

- APY101E: The anthropological study of culture in a multicultural context (Anthropology 101)
- DVA101Q: Introduction to development studies (Development Studies 101)
- DVA102R: Development problems and institutions (Development Studies 102)
- PLC101R: Politics as social activity (Politics 101)
- PLC102S: Understanding the State (Politics 102)
- PYC101Y: Basic psychology (Psychology 101)
- PYC1023: Psychology in society (Psychology 1023)
- PUB1018: The nature, content and scope of public administration (Public Administration 1018)
- PUB1029: The structuring and functioning of public services (Public Administration 1029)

Second Level

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

- CMY201E replaces CJS2013 as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS2013, do not need to do CMY201E again.
- CMY202F replaces CJS2024 as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS2024, do not need to do CMY202F again.
- CMY204H replaces CJS2035 as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS2035, do not need to do CMY204H again.
CMY305M replaces RSC201H as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards RSC201H, do not need to do CMY305M again.

CMY201E : Crime risk perspectives (Criminology 201)
CMY202F : Principles of crime prevention, reduction and control (Criminology 202)
CMY204H : Dealing with young offenders (Criminology 204)
ILW1036 : Introduction to Law
CRW201X : Criminal law: specific crimes (Criminal Law 201)
CMY305M : Research methodology (Criminology 305)

plus 1 of the following modules:
DVA202U : Rural and urban development (Development Studies 202)
COM2014 : Interpersonal communication (Communication Science 2014)

plus 3 of the following modules:

OPTION A (LAW)
FUR201F : Fundamental Rights (Fundamental Right 201)
CSL201M : Constitutional Law (Constitutional Law 201)

OPTION B (COMMERCIAL)
FAC2601 : Financial accounting for companies (Accounting 2601)
FAC2602 : Group statements, financial analysis and the valuation of financial instruments (Accounting 2602)
ACN203S : Cost accounting and control (Accounting 203)
MNG2016 : General management (Business Management 2016)
MNF2023 : Financial management (Business Management 2023)
MNH202C : Human resources management (Business Management 202)
MNK203R : Enterprise risk management (Business Management 203)
TXN201B : The taxation of individuals (Income Tax 201)
TXN202C : Deceased and insolvent estates (Income Tax 202)
IOP203S : Forensic industrial psychology (Industrial and Organisational Psychology 203)

OPTION C (OPERATIONAL)
APY201H : Anthropological theory in practice (Anthropology 201)
APY202J : Sociocultural solutions to problems of human adaptation (Anthropology 202)
APY203K : Anthropology and health care (Anthropology 203)
APY204L : Anthropology of sex and gender (Anthropology 204)
COM2014 : Interpersonal communication (Communication Science 2014)
COM2025 : Organisational communication (Communication Science 2025)
COM2036 : Integrated organisational communication (Communication Science 2036)
COM2048 : Intercultural, development and health communication (Communication Science 2048)
DVA201T : Development theories (Development Studies 201)
DVA202U : Rural and urban development (Development Studies 202)
PLC801H : South African politics (Politics 801)
PLC201U : Understanding political behaviour and participation (Politics 201)
PLC202V : Politics and public policy (Politics 202)
PYC2015 : Personality theories (Psychology 2015)
PYC205A : Community psychology: re-imagining community (Psychology 205)
PUB202C : Protection services (Public Administration 202)
PUB204E : Welfare and social services (Public Administration 204)
SOC201Y : Theories of social change (Sociology 201)
SOC2023 : Globalisation and social change in South Africa (Sociology 203)
SOC2045 : Sociology of population (Sociology 2045)

THIRD LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

CMY301H : Crimes of violence (Criminology 301)
CMY302J : Theories of crime and crime prevention: traditional to postmodern approaches (Criminology 302)
CMY303K : Contemporary crime issues: priority crimes in South Africa (Criminology 303)
CMY304L : Formal reaction to crime (Criminology 304)
EVI3702 : Evidence: The presentation and assessment of evidence (Evidence 3702)
EVI301A : Evidence: admissibility of evidence (Evidence 301)
FLS102W : Foundations of the South African Law
CMP301A : Law of criminal procedure: trial and post-trial (Law of criminal procedure 301)

plus 2 of the following modules:

OPTION A (LAW)
PVL303Y : Law of Property (Private Law 303)
PVL301W : Law of Contract (Private Law 301)
PVL302X : Law of Delict (Private Law 302)
OPTION B (COMMERCIAL)
Any third-level modules in Accounting
Any third-level modules in Business Management
Any third-level modules in Industrial and Organisational Psychology
TXN301E : Taxation of business income (Income Tax 301)

OPTION C (OPERATIONAL)
COM304B : New media technology (Communication Science 304)
COM305C : International communication (Communication Science 305)
DVA301W : Development policy and strategies (Development Studies 301)
DVA302X : Development planning (Development Studies 302)
DVA303Y : Projects and programmes as instruments of development (Development Studies 303)
PYC3019 : Social psychology (Psychology 3019)
PYC302A : Abnormal behaviour and mental health (Psychology 302)
PYC303B : Cognition: thinking, memory and problem solving (Psychology 303)
PYC306E : Community psychology: intervention strategies (Psychology 306)
SOC306B : Group dynamics (Sociology 306)

Any third-level modules in Anthropology
Any third-level modules in Politics
Any third-level modules in Public Administration

(with specialisation in Crime Investigation) (02321 – CRI)

NB
The degree Bachelor of Arts (Community Safety and Socio-Legal Studies) has been discontinued and no new registrations will be accepted for this qualification. Students who have enrolled for this qualification have until the end of 2010 to complete it. Students who do not complete their degree by the end of 2010 will be allowed to register for the degree of Bachelor of Arts with specialisation in Criminology (degree code: 03425). Where applicable, relevant credits will be granted towards the BA (Criminology) degree. Students are, however, advised to make this transition as soon as possible.

Purpose: to provide students with the necessary skills, knowledge and attitudes to investigate crime competently, produce proper evidence in a court of law in an accountable and professional manner and ultimately strengthen the functioning of the criminal justice system.

CURRICULUM
This curriculum comprises 30 modules.

FIRST LEVEL
This level comprises the following 10 modules:

NB
■ CJS101W is not available as an elective as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS101W, do not need to do CMY101B again.
■ CJS102X is not available as an elective as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS102X, do not need to do CMY102C again.

CMY101B : Introduction to criminology: crime, criminals and criminal behaviour (Criminology 101)
CMY102C : Introduction to criminology: victims and reduction of crime (Criminology 102)
CRW1501 : Introduction to criminal law (Criminal Law 1501)
FLS101V : The origins of South African Law
ILW1036 : Introduction to Law
FLS102W : Foundations of the South African Law
PUB1018 : The nature, content and scope of public administration (Public Administration 1018)
PUB1029 : The structuring and functioning of public services (Public Administration 1029)

plus 2 of the following modules:
ENN103F : English for academic purposes (English 103)
ENN106J : English communication for law (English 106)
AFK102R : Basic text skills (Afrikaans 102)
AFK103S : Afrikaans for law students (Afrikaans 103)

Students who obtained an A or B symbol (Higher or Standard Grade) in the Senior Certificate/Grade 12 examination for English or Afrikaans as first or second language may select the following module as an alternative:
Beginners’ module AFL1503 in African Languages

SECOND LEVEL
This level comprises the following 10 modules:

NB
■ FUR201F replaces CJS304A as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS304A, do not need to do FUR201F again.
■ CMY204H replaces CSJ308E as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CSJ308E, do not need to do CMY204H again.

CMY201E : Crime risk perspectives (Criminology 201)
CMY202F : Principles of crime prevention, reduction and control (Criminology 202)
CMY204H : Dealing with young offenders (Criminology 204)
### THIRD LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

- **CMY301H**: Crimes of violence (Criminology 301)
- **CMY302I**: Theories of crime and crime prevention: traditional to postmodern approaches (Criminology 302)
- **CMY303K**: Contemporary crime issues: priority crimes in South Africa (Criminology 303)
- **CMY304L**: Formal reaction to crime (Criminology 304)
- **SCK3016**: Social case work (Social Work 3016)
- **SCK3028**: Social group work (Social Work 3028)
- **SCK3039**: Community work (Social Work 3039)
- **PYC3019**: Social psychology (Psychology 3019)
- **PYC302A**: Abnormal behaviour and mental health (Psychology 302)
- **PYC306E**: Community psychology: intervention strategies (Psychology 306)

*(with specialisation in Asset and Crime Risk Protection) (02321 – ACP)*

**NB**

The degree Bachelor of Arts (Community Safety and Socio-Legal Studies) has been discontinued and no new registrations will be accepted for this qualification.

Students who have enrolled for this qualification have until the end of 2010 to complete it. Students who do not complete their degree by the end of 2010 will be allowed to register for the degree of Bachelor of Arts with specialisation in Criminology (degree code: 03425). Where applicable, relevant credits will be granted towards the BA (Criminology) degree. Students are, however, advised to make this transition as soon as possible.

**Purpose:** to utilise human and other resources cost effectively, to prevent dead loss as a consequence of criminologically relevant behaviour and to sustain acceptable levels of asset protection and safety for all those concerned in various private, parastatal and public sector enterprises.

### CURRICULUM

This curriculum comprises 30 modules.

### FIRST LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

**NB**

- **CMY101B** replaces **CJS101W** as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards **CJS101W**, do not need to do **CMY101B** again.
- **CMY102C** replaces **CJS102X** as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards **CJS102X**, do not need to do **CMY102C** again.

- **CMY101B**: Introduction to criminology: crime, criminals and criminal behaviour (Criminology 101)
- **CMY102C**: Introduction to criminology: victims and reduction of crime (Criminology 102)
- **PUB1018**: The nature, content and scope of public administration (Public Administration 1018)
- **PUB1029**: The structuring and functioning of public services (Public Administration 1029)
- **FLS102W**: Foundations of the South African Law
- **plus 1 of the following modules**:
  - **ENN103F**: English for academic purposes (English 103)
  - **ENN106J**: English communication for law (English 106)
  - **AFK102R**: Basic text skills (Afrikaans 102)
  - **AFK103S**: Afrikaans for law students (Afrikaans 103)

  Students who obtained an A or B symbol (Higher or Standard Grade) in the Senior Certificate/Grade 12 examination for English or Afrikaans as first or second language may select the following module as an alternative:

  Beginners' module **AFL1503** in African Languages

- **plus 4 of the following modules**:

#### OPTION A (COMMERCIAL)

- **MNB101D** and **MNB102E**: Business management 1A and 1B (Business Management 101 and 102)
- **IOP102N**: Personality in work context (Industrial and Organisational Psychology 102)

#### OPTION B (LAW)

- **CRW1501**: Introduction to criminal law (Criminal Law 1501)
- **FLS101V**: The origins of South African Law
- **ILW1036**: Introduction to Law
- **CIP201G and CIP301K**: Civil Procedure 201 and 301
- **FUR201F**: Fundamental Rights (Fundamental Right 201)
- **EVI3702**: Evidence: The presentation and assessment of evidence (Evidence 3702)
- **EVI301A**: Evidence: admissibility of evidence (Law of evidence 301)
- **ADL201M**: Administrative Law
SECOND LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

- CMY201E: Crime risk perspectives (Criminology 201)
- CMY202F: Principles of crime prevention, reduction and control (Criminology 202)
- CMY203G: Child and youth misbehaviour (Criminology 203)
- PUB201B: Foundations of public administration (Public Administration 201)
- PUB202C: Protection services (Public Administration 202)
- MND204T: Consumer behaviour (Business Management 204)
- MNG2016: General management (Business Management 2016)
- MH202C: Human resources management (Business Management 202)
- MNK203R: Enterprise risk management (Business Management 203)

plus 1 of the following modules:

- CMY305M: Research methodology (Criminology 305)
- PUB304H: Reflective public administration (Public Administration 304)
- IOP201Q: Industrial psychological research (Industrial and Organisational Psychology 201)

THIRD LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

- CMY301H: Crimes of violence (Criminology 301)
- CMY302J: Theories of crime and crime prevention: traditional to postmodern approaches (Criminology 302)
- CMY303K: Contemporary crime issues: priority crimes in South Africa (Criminology 303)
- CMY304L: Formal reaction to crime (Criminology 304)
- CSL201M: Constitutional Law (Constitutional Law 201)
- SEP3701: Security practice III
- SEP3702: Security practice III

plus 3 of the following modules:

- MNG301A: Strategic management 3A (Business Management 301)
- MNK301S: Financial risk management (Business Management 301)
- MNK302T: Risk financing and insurance (Business Management 302)
- MNH304H: Labour relations management: micro (Business Management 304)

(with specialisation in Crime Vulnerability) (02321 – CRV)

Purpose: to equip students with an understanding of the vulnerability of all people in terms of exposure to criminal behaviour and with the necessary skills, knowledge and attitudes to render assistance and support and to create effective defence and prevention mechanisms.

CURRICULUM

This curriculum comprises 30 modules.

FIRST LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

- CMY101B: Introduction to criminology: crime, criminals and criminal behaviour (Criminology 101)
- CMY102C: Introduction to criminology: victims and reduction of crime (Criminology 102)
- PYC1023: Psychology in society (Psychology 1023)
- CRW1501: Introduction to criminal law (Criminal Law 1501)
- FLS101V: The origins of South African Law
- ILW1036: Introduction to Law
- FL102V: Foundations of the South African Law

and 2 of the following modules:

- EN103F: English for academic purposes (English 103)

NB

- CMY202F replaces CJS2013 as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS2013, do not need to do CMY202F again.
- CMY203G replaces CJS2024 as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS2024, do not need to do CMY203G again.

NB

- CMY303K replaces CJS3039 as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS3039, do not need to do CMY303K again.
- CMY304L replaces CJS306C as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS306C, do not need to do CMY304L again.
- CSL201M replaces CJS304A as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS304A, do not need to do CSL201M again.
- SEP3701 and SEP3702 replace CJS305B and CJS308E as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS305B and CJS308E, do not need to do SEP3701 and SEP3702 again.

NB

The degree Bachelor of Arts (Community Safety and Socio-Legal Studies) has been discontinued and no new registrations will be accepted for this qualification. Students who have enrolled for this qualification have until the end of 2010 to complete it. Students who do not complete their degree by the end of 2010 will be allowed to register for the degree of Bachelor of Arts with specialisation in Criminology (degree code: 03425). Where applicable, relevant credits will be granted towards the BA (Criminology) degree. Students are, however, advised to make this transition as soon as possible.
ENN106J : English communication for law (English 106)
AFK102R : Basic text skills (Afrikaans 102)
AFK103S : Afrikaans for law students (Afrikaans 103)

Students who obtained an A or B symbol (Higher or Standard Grade) in the Senior Certificate/Grade 12 examination for English or Afrikaans as first or second language may select the following module as an alternative:
Beginners' module AFL1503 in African languages

plus 1 of the following modules:
PYC101Y : Basic psychology (Psychology 101)
APY101E : The anthropological study of culture in a multicultural context (Anthropology 101)
APY102F : Culture as human resource in the African context (Anthropology 102)

SECOND LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

CMY201E : Crime risk perspectives (Criminology 201)
CMY202F : Principles of crime prevention, reduction and control (Criminology 202)
CMY204H : Dealing with young offenders (Criminology 204)
SCK2013 : Facilitative communication in groups and communities (Social Work 2013)
SCK2046 : Life tasks, obstacles, developmental resources and competency development (Social Work 2046)
PYC2015 : Personality theories (Psychology 2015)
PYC2026 : Child and adolescent development (Psychology 2026)
PYC205A : Community psychology: re-imagining community (Psychology 205)
FUR201F : Fundamental rights (Fundamental Right 201)
CMY303M : Research methodology (Criminology 303)

THIRD LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

CMY301H : Crimes of violence (Criminology 301)
CMY302J : Theories of crime and crime prevention: traditional to postmodern approaches (Criminology 302)
CMY303K : Contemporary crime issues: priority crimes in South Africa (Criminology 303)
CMY304L : Formal reaction to crime (Criminology 304)
SCK3016 : Social case work (Social Work 3016)
SCK3028 : Social group work (Social Work 3028)
SCK3039 : Community work (Social Work 3039)
PYC3019 : Social psychology (Psychology 3019)
PYC302A : Abnormal behaviour and mental health (Psychology 302)
PYC306E : Community psychology: intervention strategies (Psychology 306)

(with specialisation in Offender Profiling) (02321 – OFP)

NB
The degree Bachelor of Arts (Community Safety and Socio-Legal Studies) has been discontinued and no new registrations will be accepted for this qualification. Students who have enrolled for this qualification have until the end of 2010 to complete it. Students who do not complete their degree by the end of 2010 will be allowed to register for the degree of Bachelor of Arts with specialisation in Criminology (degree code: 03425). Where applicable, relevant credits will be granted towards the BA (Criminology) degree. Students are, however, advised to make this transition as soon as possible.

Purpose: to provide students with a theoretical and formative foundation and research into the methodologies needed to develop the necessary skills, knowledge and attitudes to compile profiles of criminal offenders and to render scientifically founded and legitimate evidence and expert opinion in a court of law or any other formal body of enquiry.

CURRICULUM

This curriculum comprises 30 modules.

FIRST LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

CMY101B : Introduction to criminology: crime, criminals and criminal behaviour (Criminology 101)
CMY102C : Introduction to criminology: victims and reduction of crime (Criminology 102)
PYC101Y : Basic psychology (Psychology 101)
PYC1023 : Psychology in society (Psychology 1023)
CRW1501 : Introduction to criminal law (Criminal Law 1501)
FLS101V : The origins of South African Law
ILW1036 : Introduction to Law
FLS102W : Foundations of the South African Law

plus 2 of the following modules:
ENN103F : English for academic purposes (English 103)
ENN106J : English communication for law (English 106)
SECOND LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

- CMY201E: Crime risk perspectives (Criminology 201)
- CMY202F: Principles of crime prevention, reduction and control (Criminology 202)
- CMY305M: Research methodology (Criminology 305)
- PYC2015: Personality theories (Psychology 2015)
- PYC2016: Child and adolescent development (Psychology 2026)
- PYC206A: HIV/AIDS care and counselling (Psychology 206)
- PYC205A: Community psychology: re-imagining community (Psychology 205)
- CRW201X: Criminal law: specific crimes (Criminal Law 201)
- CMP301A: Law of criminal procedure: trial and post-trial (Law of criminal procedure 301)

THIRD LEVEL

This level comprises the following 10 modules:

- CMY301H: Crimes of violence (Criminology 301)
- CMY302J: Theories of crime and crime prevention: traditional to postmodern approaches (Criminology 302)
- CMY303K: Contemporary crime issues: priority crimes in South Africa (Criminology 303)
- CMY304L: Formal reaction to crime (Criminology 304)
- FUR201F: Fundamental rights (Fundamental Rights 201)
- FUR201F: Fundamental rights (Fundamental Rights 201)
- CSL201M: Constitutional Law (Constitutional Law 201)
- PYC3019: Social psychology (Psychology 301)
- PYC302A: Abnormal behaviour and mental health (Psychology 302)
- PYC303B: Cognition: thinking, memory and problem solving (Psychology 303)
- PYC306E: Community psychology: intervention strategies (Psychology 306)

NB
- FUR201F replaces CJS308E as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJS308E, do not need to do FUR201F again.
- CSL201M replaces CJ3309 as from 2009. Students who have already obtained credit towards CJ3309, do not need to do CSL201M again.